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Deepfakes in documentary film production: images of
deception in the representation of the real
Dominic Lees

Department of Film, Theatre and Television, University of Reading, Reading, UK

ABSTRACT
Deepfakes are a technological innovation that might be
understood to violate the documentary film’s relationship with
the real. Yet documentary makers have been among the first
screen producers to adopt this technology, using it to swap the
faces or voices of people they present to their audiences, further
disrupting the already complex relationship between the
filmmaker and their subject. This paper investigates the growing
practice of documentary deepfakes, using two case studies of
documentary films from the period 2019–2022 that have used
varied forms of deepfakery, examining the intentions of the
filmmakers, the technical processes and the ways in which
creative choice is both expanded and limited by the technology.
An interview-based research methodology provides original
insights into filmmakers’ rationales when creating deepfakes. The
paper reveals the contradictions inherent in deepfake practice, as
described by one documentary filmmaker: ‘I’m looking at
deepfake as a way of telling the truth’ (Benjamin Field, producer).
A central theme is the ethics of documentary practice using
manipulative AI. This paper contributes new insights to
theoretical discourse around the digital manipulation of the
moving image, discussing the growing disruption caused by
deepfakes to documentary film culture and audiences.
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Introduction

I’m looking at deepfake as a way of telling the truth […] or at least making the truth acces-
sible. (Benjamin Field, documentary director/producer)

In autumn 2022 in the UK, BBC3 broadcast a documentary, Jess Davies’s (2022) Deep-
fake Porn: you could be next, raising current and urgent concerns about the abusive use of
the deepfakes AI system for replacing faces in digital video. The issue of deepfakes had
already reached a high profile in UK television through the BBC drama, The Capture
(2021–2022), a hugely popular thriller that engages speculatively in the near-future pos-
sibilities of digital face replacement technology and its potential disruption of law
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enforcement and state security. Yet the drama’s producers used no deepfakes in the cre-
ation of their series; indeed, TV fiction producers have been hesitant to use the technol-
ogy, with a rare exception being Disney’s The Book of Boba Fett (2022). In commercial
filmmaking, the first use of deepfakes was in 2021, when Bruce Willis gave permission
to the firm Deepcake to insert his deepfake likeness into an advert for the Russian
mobile phone network, Megafon. In Hollywood movies, despite several examples of
face replacement using VFX processes, the first significant use of deepfakes is Robert
Zemeckis’ film, Here (2024), for which the company Metaphysic.ai has used the technol-
ogy to age and de-age the film’s star Tom Hanks in real time (in production at time of
writing). Contrast this with the field of documentary, in which filmmakers have pio-
neered the use of deepfakes, acting as a technological vanguard and creating broadcasts
for mainstream terrestrial and SVOD channels. This presents us with a conundrum, since
the nature of deepfakes apparently puts the technology at odds with important principles
of documentary media. As Craig Hight notes, ‘Documentary makers are assumed to be
important stake-holders in truth and trust in nonfictional forms of representation and
engagement’ (2022, 398). So major questions arise: how is it that this ethical problem
has not deterred documentary filmmakers? Why is it that documentarists, whose work
is concerned with forms of representing the real, have been more ready to adopt ‘deep-
fakery’ than their counterparts who create screen fictions for streaming, broadcast and
theatrical platforms? The phenomenon of documentary practitioners using deepfakes
warrants a concerted inquiry from academics in this field. While the number of docu-
mentaries to have used deepfakes is still small, these films provoke important questions
in the evolving landscape of synthetic media. This article analyses recent examples of
deepfakes in documentaries, using production case study and interview methodologies
to understand the creative intentions and technological processes undertaken by key
documentary filmmakers working in this field. The choice of methodologies is designed
to develop an ethnographic approach to this research, foregrounding the voices of
filmmakers within the discourses around deepfakes, and enabling them to express the
cultural and ethical concerns that arise from their practice. This focus on the filmmakers
themselves follows the methodological example of the MIT Open Documentary Lab,
which through its series of open talks (MIT 2020) gave voice to pioneering artist
filmmakers (Bill Posters, Francesca Panetta, and others) who have used deepfakes to
provoke debate (see also Peele 2018). In its final section, this article develops further
the theoretical debates initiated by authors examining deepfakes and documentary
(Hight 2022), before broadening the discussion by relating it to debates on the role of
AI in documentary filmmaking expounded by Kapur and Ansari (2022).

Defining deepfakes: a technology of deception

Deepfakes are automated manipulations of human images and voices in digital video and
are part of the growing field of ‘synthetic media’. The dominant understanding of deep-
fakes is as a technique to swap the original face recorded in a video with that of another
person using machine learning, but popular use of the term also links it to the manipu-
lation of lip movements to match altered speech, and to audio deepfakes (or voice
cloning) (Ajder and Glick 2021, 9). The origin of deepfakes was in 2017 when
machine learning processes were used to swap Hollywood actresses’ faces into adult
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movies, a phenomenon revealed in the groundbreaking report by Samantha Cole (2017)
that exposed the scale of non-consensual abuse of women’s images in ‘deep porn’. Deep-
fakes are achieved through the application of artificial neural networks and there are mul-
tiple approaches proposed by computer scientists (Tolosana et al. 2020) with recent
outcomes demonstrating impressively convincing examples at high-definition levels of
image quality. A second, related category of audiovisual manipulation is known as
‘cheapfakes’, described by Aneja et al. as ‘a general term that encompasses many non-
AI (“cheap”) manipulations of multimedia content, created without using deep learning
methods’ (2021, 2). Paris and Donovan have charted a spectrum of AV manipulation
from the sophisticated, AI-intensive deepfakes to the simple cheapfakes ‘that use conven-
tional techniques like speeding, slowing, cutting, re-staging, or re-
contextualizing footage’ (2019, 6). In this article I will exclude ‘cheapfakes’ or ‘shallow-
fakes’ from the scope of my inquiry, focusing instead on mainstream documentary
cultures and broadcast media creating deepfake synthetic media at high resolution.

In all cases, ‘deepfake’ is a process of altering the recorded subject and representing
to the audience a synthesised image (and sometimes voice) of a person that is a com-
posite of the profilmic and the computer-generated. This description could equally
apply to the creation of VFX sequences in films. However, deepfakes involve auto-
mated image manipulation, in contrast to the creative engagement of the VFX artist
in building computer generated images: the machine learning technologist sets up a
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) with key images of subject and target, and
then leaves the neural network to generate new images independently. Within this
process, deception is embedded in deepfakes at the most fundamental level. GANs
are a form of machine learning in which a generator neural network is trained to
develop fake images to the point at which its rival discriminator neural network can
no longer distinguish between the fake image presented to it and a real one. This
intra-computing self-deception, built into the process of generating deepfakes,
mirrors audience responses to deepfakes in which viewers delight in the borderline
between the visibly and imperceptibly fake.1

Mainstream deepfakes in documentary and factual production have shown an acute
awareness of their responsibilities in relation to deepfake deception, very clearly signal-
ling their use of image manipulation. Indeed, the first broadcast deepfake on terrestrial
television in the UK, The Alternative Christmas Message (Channel 4 2020), was explicitly
a warning about the deceptive power of deepfakes. Opening as a broadcast to the nation
by the Queen, midway through the piece the nonagenarian sovereign leaps onto her desk
and dances, and the programme ends with a reveal demonstrating the techniques of the
deception (Figure 1). Nevertheless, despite the honest full disclosure, deception is intrin-
sic to this and all deepfakes. The pleasures for the audience include the enjoyment of
feeling deceived, and appreciation of the technological skill involved in achieving this
deception. There is a parallel with our appreciation of the skills of a secular magician
conducting card or conjuring tricks, despite our knowledge that what we are witnessing
is trickery. Directed by William Bartlett, Christmas Message falls into the category of
mockumentary and is a scripted production, so sits outside this article’s consideration
of deepfakes in documentary film, however it highlights issues of deception and the
ethical responsibility felt by filmmakers towards their audiences. Levels of honesty,
the issue of how a film should signal its deepfake to the spectator, are vital ongoing
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debates for producers and broadcasters. A discussion of ethical questions encountered
by documentary filmmakers deploying deepfakes will be developed in a later section
of this paper.

Scholarship since the inception of deepfakes in 2017 has been dominated by writing
around the negative social, gender and political implications (Vaccari and Chadwick
2020). Within computer science, which by volume dominates publications on deepfakes,
the emphasis of research is on the detection and prevention of deepfakes (Lyu 2022;
Rana et al. 2022; Yu et al. 2021). Danry et al. (2022) and Gaur (2022) represent writings
on the science of ethical applications of deepfakes, and in philosophy, De Ruiter (2021)
and Rini (2020) have developed evaluations of the moral status of the creation and dis-
semination of deepfakes. Law scholars, including Pavis (2021), have published on the
reforms to legal frameworks that will be required to regulate deepfakes. Research in cul-
tural studies has begun to focus on creative applications of the technology (Lees, Bash-
ford-Rogers, and Keppel-Palmer 2021; Mihailova 2021), and the MIT Media Lab
hosted a conference event on ‘Putting Deepfakes to Good Use’ in summer 2022; in the
UK the Synthetic Media Research Network developed these themes with its symposium,
‘Synthetic Media and the Screen Industries’ in July 2023. A further distinct approach to
deepfakes situates them within communication studies: Graham Meikle firmly roots
them in this discipline with his declaration that ‘Deepfakes are first of all a communi-
cation phenomenon: they are about new ways of making meanings and they are also
about challenges to settled understandings of how meaning gets made’ (2022, 23–24).
Craig Hight (2022) brings the discourse to bear on documentary film, relating deepfakes
to broad themes of contemporary misinformation culture. He notes that deepfakes sit
within a continuity of earlier practices of documentary filmmakers: ‘there has always
been a tension within documentary practice with an inherent need to manipulate evi-
dence in the pursuit of accessible and coherent storytelling’ (2022, 398). The use of

Figure 1. Revealing the layers of deception: The Alternative Christmas Message (Channel 4 2020).
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deepfakes thus links to an ongoing discourse in documentary practice, in which the
deception involved in image manipulation has been justified by filmmakers’ understand-
ing that such techniques serve a greater cause of delivering strong documentary narra-
tives to the audience.

The use of AI processes such as deepfakes within documentary production increases
the extent to which the filmmaker is embedded into the online world. The concept of
this integration of documentary and its digital context is well-established: Vinicius
Navarro has described how the focus of the study of documentary film is changing:
‘the emphasis has shifted from individual projects to the environments in which the
documentary materials circulate’ (2020, 92). But the issue is no longer limited to the
circulation of documentary online, a new fluidity of the distribution of content. In
this article, we will see how the use of deepfake AI extends Navarro’s concept: the
online world becomes part of the means of production for the documentarist, with
practitioners pulling computer code from open source repositories such as DeepFace-
Lab and using the internet to find training data that will help generate their deepfake
images.

Using deepfakes in documentary practice

In this section, I will examine two case studies of documentary films that have adopted
deepfake technology in their production. Although made just three years apart, the films
represent one of the earliest and one of the more recent instances of deepfakes in the
documentary form. In Event of Moon Disaster was directed by Francesca Panetta and
Halsey Burgund and released at the International Documentary FilmFestival Amsterdam
(IDFA) in 2019; Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted was directed by Benjamin Field and
has streamed on Britbox since 2022. I will use the first film to illuminate the technical
processes of deepfake audio and how these are integrated into the production. My inter-
view with Oleksandr Serdiuk, CEO of the Ukrainian company Respeecher that created
the deepfake voice of Richard Nixon for the film, enables an understanding of the tech-
nological progression of deepfake audio since 2019 and its continuing limitations. The
case of Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted provides an illuminating study of how deep-
fakes moved rapidly from a status as a pariah technology to being commercially desirable.
My interviews with both the director and the film’s deepfake/VFX technologist, Christian
Darkin, illustrate the accessibility of deepfakes to a small-scale independent production
company. The analysis of both case studies develops an understanding of the creative
opportunities for documentary film afforded by this technology, as well as the shifts in
documentary form that are emerging.

In event of moon disaster

The Apollo 11 mission, the first manned flight to the moon, was fraught with dangers,
with the serious prospect that technical error or accident would prevent the astronauts
from leaving the moon. As a contingency against the worst outcome, Richard Nixon’s
speechwriter, Bill Safire, composed an address to the nation that could be delivered by
the President ‘in event of moon disaster’ (Safire 1969). In 2019, Massachusetts Institute
for Technology (MIT) commissioned a collaborative project between the XR Creative
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Director at its Centre for Advanced Virtuality, Francesca Panetta, and Halsey Burgund,
Fellow of MIT’s Open Documentary Lab, to use deepfake technology to animate the
speech that was never delivered. In Event of Moon Disaster (Panetta and Burgund
2019) is a multimedia project that won the News and Documentary Emmy Award
for Outstanding Interactive Media: Documentary in 2021. It comprises a website, a
seven-minute film, and an installation. For the purposes of this article, my analysis
will concentrate on the film element of the project and the creative decisions in its
use of deepfakes.

Two elements of audiovisual manipulation were required to achieve the project. These
were separate AI processes: the first was voice cloning to create the voice of Richard
Nixon delivering a speech that he never made; the second was deepfakes to create a
video of the speech from an alternative piece of contemporary news footage. The
filmmakers worked with two tech companies, Respeecher to build the audio and
CannyAI to create the video. In 2019, the machine learning for deepfakes was in its
infancy, and it is instructive to observe how the state of the technology imposed severe
limitations on the creative choice of the filmmakers. Halsey Burgund has described
how CannyAI outlined the restrictions within which deepfake image-making could
operate:

they gave us explicit instructions as to what they needed from us and told us that the target
video (the video of Nixon that we wanted to manipulate) had to have certain characteristics.
It basically needed to be a still shot of Nixon talking. No close ups, and motion. (qtd in
Pietrobon 2020)

Panetta and Burgund had already chosen archive footage of Nixon that included a slow
zoom, but this had to be abandoned. Choice of the target video was foundational to this
project; indeed, in creating a deepfake, the target video is of major significance in deter-
mining the ultimate qualities of the synthetic media. While several authors have written
about In Event of Moon Disaster as an important moment in the development of deep-
fakes (Ajder and Glick 2021; Mustak et al. 2023), insufficient critical commentary has
focused on the archive that the filmmakers ultimately chose as the target video.
Panetta and Burgund chose the resignation speech made by Richard Nixon following
the Watergate scandal, delivered on August 8, 1974. The choice was an important
one, because this speech embodies different but parallel emotions to those inherent
in the Safire speech. In his resignation broadcast, Nixon is dispirited, defeated, but
maintains a strong element of defiance. These very personal expressions have
become elements of the Moon Disaster film artefact that we view, the politician’s
emotions now translated into a moving screen performance within the mise-en-scene
of the documentary footage. In this use of performance, In Event of Moon Disaster is
particularly relevant to developing theories of documentary performance (Lyons
2020; Marquis 2013). A major creative achievement of Burgund and Panetta’s work
is identifying this speech as the target video, enabling the emotions of Nixon in 1974
to translate into the tragedy of the alternative history that they are telling in their
film. In Event of Moon Disaster is an intermedial adaptation between political archive
and deepfake synthetic media. In the next part of this section, the creative and techno-
logical practice involved in making this adaptation are examined, with particular focus
on the audio process.
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Respeecher – voice cloning the president
The opportunity that new machine learning technologies provided to Panetta and
Burgund was to have Richard Nixon’s own voice speak words that he never uttered.
This ability to create speech patterns, phonemes and mannerisms that are indistinguish-
able from the real voice is at the heart of the ‘fake’. In the hand of bad actors, the tech-
nology is an irritating disruption of political discourse (see the frequency of fake speeches
by Joe Biden in 2023).2 However, when creatively deployed by an experimental artist and
curator such as Francesca Panetta, an expert in immersive storytelling, the technology
becomes capable of more nuance and greater meaning, as well as allowing her to
move across genres and forms. In her interview with this author, Panetta describes deep-
fakes in this documentary:

For me, deepfakes offer the opportunity to imagine both speculative histories and speculat-
ive futures. They can be documentary-like, but the creative use of synthetic media can also
help us enter the grounds of magical realism. Technology has the power to blur the bound-
aries of truth and fiction, create ambiguity between reality and non-reality.

Respeecher is a company based in Kjiv, Ukraine, which has established itself as a world
leader in voice cloning, marketing its expertise to film, video and online content crea-
tors. The CEO of Respeecher, Alex Serdiuk, and the company’s lead for Ethics and
Partnerships, Anna Bulakh, contributed interviews for this article. The role of Respee-
cher in creating In Event of Moon Disaster was early in the workflow. Their work began
with audio ‘raw material’ – Richard Nixon’s speeches – provided by the team at MIT.
These voice files became a dataset that could be used to train the machine learning
algorithm to learn the characteristics of Nixon’s voice. Serdiuk describes the next
stage of the process: ‘Then we needed another human who would be a performer
for Nixon, who would be doing voice over for new lines’. Panetta and Burgund
hired the actor Lewis D. Wheeler to voice the Bill Safire speech. Serdiuk describes
him as,

a great performer who was able to reproduce the speaking style, the accent the way how
Nixon spoke back then. And we asked that performer to record the same data set we had
for Richard Nixon, so he had to go through sentence by sentence, piece by piece, recording
the same data set after Nixon. Keeping the emotions the same.

This comment contains two important points about the creation of synthetic media char-
acters. Unlike normal acting roles that Lewis D. Wheeler plays, in which his performance
is a personal interpretation of the character in which he is cast, for In Event of Moon Dis-
aster he was asked to deliver the Bill Safire speech using a careful impersonation of
Richard Nixon. The performance required Wheeler to imagine how Nixon would have
delivered the Moon Disaster text, and to record this faithfully, recreating the President
as a man, not as a fictionalised character that he would play in a biopic. This principle
of impersonation narrowed the gap between the target video and source, aiding the
work of the voice conversion system that was then deployed to combine the actor’s
delivery and the voice of Richard Nixon.

The second insight that Serdiuk provides is that a key feature of synthetic media tech-
nology is its limitation in terms of replicating human emotions. Deepfakes are synthetic
media, but for the audience they are screen performances and will be expected to exhibit
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natural emotive features, without which the synthetic characters will be unconvincing or
robotic. Serdiuk emphasises that,

with emotions we rely on humans, so humans are best in terms of the exact way they have to
perform and we basically don’t change emotions when we do our conversion, we just apply a
different vocal apparatus. So it’s usually a question of casting a good actor who can perform
in the exact way or can reproduce the particular emotions in the speech that are common for
that target voice.

Respeecher signals its capacity to preserve the human emotions found in the source data
through the quality of its proprietary ‘speech to speech’ technology. This is markedly
different from ‘text to speech’ technology, which frequently sounds robotic – inevitable
in a process that lacks the intervention of a human actor. One of the most impressive
features of In Event of Moon Disaster is its emotional force, derived from the eloquent
power of Bill Safire’s script, the real human emotions in Richard Nixon’s resignation,
and the sense of tragedy that Lewis D. Wheeler brings to his vocal performance.

Discussing the project four years after its creation, Serdiuk outlined how much has
changed with the technology. Speed and accuracy have improved, with processes that
took weeks in 2019 now taking Respeecher just days: ‘the system changed like 90%. So
we are using the same approach but the way how we train our system, the requirements
of data, the speed, quality of the output, robustness of the system – that all has been
improved’. However, the central limitation of the technology, the production of
emotion in cloned voices, remains. Serdiuk believes that this will be an enduring
feature of voice cloning: ‘I personally don’t believe that performance, human perform-
ance, is something that could be reproduced to a fine grade within technology’.

President Nixon’s lips
The role of the company CannyAI in the project was to manipulate the footage of Nixon’s
resignation speech so the President appears to be delivering the Bill Safire text. Deepfake
is popularly understood to mean the swapping of faces in digital video, but such complete
transference was not required for In Event of Moon Disaster. CannyAI has developed a
neural rendering technology called Video Dialogue Replacement (VDR), a process
which can replace a person’s face with a new face of the same person, but speaking
different words. CannyAI trained their system with the archive footage of President
Nixon and the Respeecher audio; it then ‘hallucinated’ alternative images of Nixon’s
head in which the lip movements of Nixon match the speech patterns of the new
voice. Finally, VDR returns the new head to the original video. To the viewer, the only
visual difference between the original resignation speech and the Bill Safire speech is
the lip movements of the president (Figure 2).

In the creation of a synthetic voice and deepfake video for In Event of Moon Disaster,
machine learning technology was a unique enabler for the documentary filmmakers,
allowing the deepfake President to deliver a speech that Nixon never spoke. However,
we have also seen a key limitation of the technology: the deepfake process is dependent
for its believability on the qualities of the actor who first delivers the script. The AI was
able to deliver the emotions of Nixon’s voice, but only by matching the performance of
Lewis D. Wheeler. The important insight is that the affective quality of a synthetic
character rests on the human skills of an actor.
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Resurrecting Gerry Anderson

The documentary film, Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted (Benjamin Field 2022), pro-
duced by The Format Factory and Anderson Entertainment, was commissioned by
Britbox and streams on the platform. Its subject is the creative and family life of
British children’s TV programme maker Gerry Anderson, responsible for cult shows
including Thunderbirds (ITC Entertainment 1965–6) and Captain Scarlet and the Mys-
terons (ITC Entertainment 1967–8). Although the documentary features a deepfake
Gerry Anderson, the filmmakers did not set out to use the technology when they
began development of the project. The producers were Benjamin Field and Jamie Ander-
son, the youngest son of the puppet master. They felt certain that the personal story of
this very private man and hero of children’s TV had not been revealed, and to support
the documentary project the Anderson Estate could provide twenty-five hours of inter-
view audio recordings that had never been heard by the public. The opportunity for a
unique documentary insight into Anderson was clear. In an interview for this author,
Field made clear that the commissioning editor of Britbox, Craig Morris, ‘was pretty
much sold on the idea of a documentary about Gerry way before we mentioned them
[deepfakes]’. However, as director of the film Field grappled with the means to make
the very old audio relevant to his film audience. He even considered using puppets to
voice the twentieth century audio recordings of Gerry Anderson, but his co-producer
assured him that the family would not approve the technique. These discussions were
in 2021, shortly after Chris Ume released his groundbreakingly convincing deepfakes
of Tom Cruise, which spread virally on TikTok (2021). Field comments on the impact:

Figure 2. Resignation speech of President Richard Nixon, August 8, 1974.
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I’d seen that just at the time that we were looking for ways to work with the audio archive
that was supplied by the Anderson Estate when we were making Gerry Anderson: A Life
Uncharted and the two just clicked. I thought: Right, actually this could be a way of bringing
audio archive to life.

Field had identified a particularly useful application of deepfakes in documentary pro-
duction, as a means of animating audio recordings. Sound archives are a vital form of
audio testimony, relevant to multiple modes of documentary film and factual content,
but extensive use of these recordings stretches the ability of filmmakers to create
sufficient visual sequences as overlay for the voices. Using deepfakes to create an artificial
to-camera interview with a documentary subject, speaking their words from the audio
archive, can solve this problem.

Using deepfakes to put an image to an existing voice file was an early use of the tech-
nology, but almost always the audio was linked to an existing video clip. One of the
playful uses of deepfakes is found on popular apps such as Reface and widely gamed
on YouTube, in which people add their own face to an existing audiovisual text, most
frequently lines from Hollywood movies. Benjamin Field was proposing a more compli-
cated process, with his originating material being no more than old-fashioned audio cas-
settes. The deepfake project undertaken by The Format Factory contrasts with In Event of
Moon Disaster in two significant ways. Firstly, it comes at a later stage of the technological
development of deepfakes, allowing the filmmakers to use higher precision AI tools;
second, the project was undertaken by a very small content production company,
without the access to skills, technology and resources that were available to Panetta
and Burgund through their work at MIT.

Following the commission by Craig Morris at Britbox, the producers sought further
funding. A contract was signed with Abacus Media Rights which included a surprising
stipulation: the completed film must include a minimum of ten minutes of high
quality deepfake material. To Ben Field’s surprise, the novelty of deepfake technology
had become a marketable feature of this documentary. Field cast the actor Roly Hyde
to be the body double for Gerry Anderson. It was important that the actor be as close
to Gerry Anderson in terms of head size and shape, and this posed two considerable pro-
blems: Anderson was bald, unlike Hyde, and their head shapes were not a perfect match.
The team decided to use traditional analogue makeup and hair techniques to narrow the
gap between the two. In a two-day film shoot, a shot was composed of Hyde on a sofa, in
an interior interview setting; the actor’s role was to speak a total of 53 min of chosen
material from the audio archive of Gerry Anderson, trying to lip sync as closely as poss-
ible to the original.

Responsible for creating the deepfakes for Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted was
Christian Darkin. Darkin worked with an open source deepfake algorithm, DeepFaceLab,
that had ‘already been trained on hundreds of different other people’s faces so [it knows]
what a face looks like’. With this head start, Darkin could begin the specific process
required by the Gerry Anderson film – ‘you then have to retrain it on the person that
you’re trying to replace and the person you’re trying to replace them with […] it’s learn-
ing how to produce the combination of the two’.

However, with the restrictive resources available to The Format Factory, the ‘training’
process was particularly slow, and this would necessitate a change in approach, limiting
the scale of digital transformation that Darkin was asking the AI to perform: ‘I ran that
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process for about three or four weeks on the whole head, and it still wasn’t good. But then
I tried it on just the face and after a couple of days it was looking very good’ (Figure 3).
Darkin emphasises that creating a deepfake screen character involves two separate tech-
nical processes: first, the AI neural rendering, and secondly with traditional Visual Effects
(VFX), Darkin’s other area of expertise. The latter is necessitated because the output gen-
erated by the deepfakes process leaves glitches in the image. In their overview of the full
range of technical processes of deepfakes, Seow et al. note that ‘Due to the instability of
GAN training, most deepfake outputs consist of subtle traces or fingerprints, such as
unusual texture artifacts or pixel inconsistency’ (2022, 367). An example in this case
study was the visual artifacts where the new face was attached to the target image.
Darkin’s deepfake process generated a new face of Gerry Anderson, then superimposed
this onto the video frames of actor Roly Hyde in the staged interview, but this left clearly
visible joins within the composite image:

where you attach the two together, there’s a line right between the two. You can blur that
line so it’s less noticeable. You can colour correct the skin of the original picture with the
skin of the new stuff that you’ll replace it with and make it match better.

Resolution of the image was a further problem for the filmmakers. Due to the computing
power required to generate deepfakes, in the technology’s early years they have been pro-
duced at very low resolution. This is an insignificant issue when disseminating deepfake
videos on mobile devices, but very serious in the context of HD broadcast. While research
is developing strategies for delivering high resolution deepfakes (Naruniec et al. 2020),
Darkin found that using the tools available to him, the maximum face image resolution

Figure 3. Actor Roly Hyde being ‘deepfaked’ into the late Gerry Anderson (Photo: Christian Darkin).
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that he could generate gave a width of 320 pixels, compared with the full HD screen width
of 1092 pixels. The implication was that the size of the deepfake Gerry Anderson’s head
in the frame would need to be very small. Benjamin Field devised a solution: in the film,
the deepfake archive clips of Gerry Anderson would be seen on old televisions from the
1960s, within a wider set that would give viewers a sense of the period when the puppet
animator was creatively active (Figure 4). Darkin was impressed by his director’s
decision:

That was a clever, creative way of doing it, but basically what it enabled us to do was zoom
out a little, push the deepfake a little bit back into the distance, reduce that number of pixels
that it had to cover.

Furthermore, by introducing 1960s period elements into the documentary’s mise-
en-scene, the synthetic images could be given a similar contemporary look. Darkin
would exploit this as a means to mask any irreparable visual artefacts created by the
AI: ‘if there were bits where it wasn’t going to work, we could put a bit of static on it’.

In this case study, we have seen how deepfakes can be deployed by documentary
filmmakers as a creative tool in animating the audio archive. By 2022, deepfakes had
also become a marketable feature of a documentary, signalling that filmmakers had
now found positive applications for the technology in spite of its dominant use online

Figure 4. Production still from the set of Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted: period television set used
to present deepfake Gerry Anderson.
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as a means of victimising women in non-consensual porn. The technical restrictions
faced by Christian Darkin in terms of image resolution have since been overcome,
with high resolution broadcast deepfakes (Deep Fake Neighbour Wars, ITVX 2023),
but his experience demonstrates the barriers that small production companies face
when adopting new technology. The imperfections of deepfake image generation
confirms a key feature of almost all deepfake practice: the need to improve the AI’s
output using traditional VFX.

Ethics in the use of deepfake technology

A discussion of the ethics of using deepfake technology within documentary film inter-
sects with ongoing debates on the ethics of the digital (Floridi 2018) and specifically of
Artificial Intelligence (Ashok et al. 2022), in particular the problems raised by machine
learning (ML). Some authors pursue an ideal, regulated response to the technology,
‘enabling the so-called dual advantage of ‘ethical ML’ – so that the opportunities are capi-
talised on, whilst the harms are foreseen and minimised or prevented’ (Morley et al.
2020). The filmmaker-centred methodology of this article enables a more pragmatic
approach, allowing us to listen to the personal responses of practitioners in grappling
with the ethical dilemmas that are inherent in the use of synthetic media technologies.

The use of deepfakes in documentary filmmaking raises fundamental ethical ques-
tions, as Joshua Rothkopf (2020) states in the simplest terms: ‘why should we trust a
documentary that uses deepfakes?’ The challenge is that a filmmaker deploying this tech-
nology undermines their film’s claim to be a valid representation of its subject. Rothkopf
was discussing the use of deepfakes in the documentary, Welcome to Chechnya (David
France 2020), a film about the murderous pogrom against gays and lesbians in that
country. Director David France used deepfakes to obscure the identities of the persecuted
subjects of his documentary, allowing them to tell their stories without risk of identifi-
cation and violent retribution. Like every mainstream documentary using deepfakes, a
clear disclaimer is used at the opening to inform the viewer that they will see synthetic
images in the film. France does not like the term deepfake: he has described it as a
tool to change what people do, whereas his use of the technology liberates people to
be themselves – his disclaimer says that they have been ‘digitally disguised’, not deep-
faked. The sense of disguise was made clear by the film’s VFX supervisor, Ryan Laney,
who created a blurred effect for the disguised subjects, with a digital ‘halo’ around
their faces, in order that the audience maintains an awareness of the technological dis-
guise throughout the film. Such honesty towards the audience, a clear intention not to
deceive, is one response of documentary filmmakers to the ethical issues surrounding
the technology.

A primary issue for the producer is whether or not the documentary should use deep-
fakes at all. In the preproduction of Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted, the role of the
subject’s son, Jamie, as co-producer created a unique ethical environment for the
film’s director. In interview, Benjamin Field describes how this was a deciding factor
in his adoption of AI.

Dominic Lees: Do you think you would have used deepfakes if Jamie Anderson hadn’t been
involved? And if you didn’t have that trusting relationship with him?
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Benjamin Field: No. I don’t think we would have gone ahead with Gerry, because Gerry
Anderson was incredibly private as an individual and his archives were locked away. He
was very controlling over what was known about him publicly.

Throughout the making of the film and the creation of the deepfake Gerry Anderson, the
role of Jamie Anderson as co-producer ensured in-built monitoring of his father’s post-
mortem rights and privacy. As co-producer/director, Field could explore an ambitious
range of options for the visual realisation of the film, knowing that his more outlandish
ideas (such as using a puppet to voice Gerry Anderson) would be ruled out by his close
collaborator if they violated the values of the family and the man. When Field broached
the concept of creating a deepfake Gerry, he was surprised at the enthusiasm of Jamie
Anderson. They both felt that because the great children’s TV pioneer was an enthusiast
for new technology, the use of deepfakes in a biographical documentary about Gerry
Anderson would be highly appropriate. Christian Darkin, in his role as technically
responsible for the deepfakes, saw no ethical conflict in deepfaking Gerry Anderson:
‘It was his son who was in charge of the production, we were using audio of interviews
that were freely given, that you know clearly those were things that Gerry Anderson
wanted to say and wanted to have heard’.

In discussing his work as a documentary filmmaker, Benjamin Field exhibits high
levels of concern about the ethics of his practice. Framing a filmmaker’s proposal to
use deepfakes is the predominant use of this AI in non-consensual pornography: a
2019 research report found that 96% of deepfakes online were pornographic, and
100% of these were video images of women (Ajder et al. 2019). In interview, Field
recalls the response of film commissioners when he first started to discuss using deep-
fakes in 2021:

You can see people visibly flinch in meetings […] what Deepfake has struggled with for
some time is being tarnished by negativity […] it’s made deepfake a dirty word or dirty
term whereas actually deepfake can be a very useful tool in the armoury of a filmmaker
and in an ethical way, it can be a great tool at our disposal.

To counter the negative perception of deepfakes, Field chooses to use the term ‘ethical
deepfake’ in his work as a documentary filmmaker, distancing his own practice from
the majority use of this technology.

A key ethical issue facing the producer is the rights of the actor who performs to
camera. Following the filming of the actor’s performance, their face is replaced by the
deepfake technologist, raising major questions: what remains of the original perform-
ance? What are the moral and legal rights of that performer? Pavis has discussed this
problem in detail and describes how AI technology has outstripped the boundaries of
UK law:

Deepfake technology achieves something no recording technology has done before: they are
able to produce high-quality, low-budget, realistic imitations of performances on scale. The
imitation, or reproduction, of a performance is not protected by performers’ rights, or any
other intellectual property right strictly speaking. (2021, 849)

The reality is that filmmakers who decide to incorporate deepfakes into their work are
operating in an environment of legal uncertainty, with a lack of clarity as to the
responsibilities and obligations on those involved in creating synthetic media.
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Legislation around deepfakes frequently relates to the control of abuses outside the
context of mainstream media production (cyber crime, bullying, fraud, defamation);
recent international agreements on AI, including The Bletchley Declaration (2023),
have failed to address deepfakes (the word ‘media’ never enters the text of the Declara-
tion). Richard Arnold (2022) has described the inadequacies of UK law in relation to
deepfakes and performer rights, however such legal attention is on the nonconsensual
use of images and voices. Most documentary filmmakers, including Benjamin Field,
secure the agreement of their subjects (or in posthumous cases their estate) before
filming, meaning the subjects surrender some of their customary personality and intel-
lectual property rights by virtue of their consent. Naturally, consent is not a blank
cheque for documentarists, but existing law gives insufficient guidance on filmmaker
responsibilities towards subjects when deepfaking their image and/or voice. A compli-
cating phenomenon in making deepfakes is that the character observed by the audience
on screen is not a recording of a single performance. There are two individuals
involved in a deepfake performance, the actor and the target individual, neither of
whom is authentically represented in the resulting deepfake. In the process of deepfak-
ing, the machine learning AI reads the target face and maps the movements of the
originating performance onto it, creating what Pavis calls an ‘imitation’ of that
target individual.

In the production of Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted, the documentary producers
were faced with two layers of rights in the creation of their deepfake: that of the audio
and that of the performer. Clearance to use the audio interview with Anderson could
be obtained in a manner familiar to documentary filmmakers, however, rights issues
meant the contracting of an actor to perform the interview was complex. Other docu-
mentary filmmakers have hired actors, for instance in order to film reconstruction
sequences, but this deepfake project was a legally and definitionally difficult proposition.
Benjamin Field discusses the difficulties he faced seeking to hire a performer to play
Gerry Anderson in his film:

The first three refused because nobody knew what deepfake was. We couldn’t define what
the role was – were they acting? Were they a body double? What were they? How are we
going to pay them? There are different rates for different jobs and nobody could tell me
whether they were acting, because it’s not their voice but it is their movement.

Field found that actors’ agencies were confused about the nature and status of the
work that their clients were being asked to undertake, contributing to the loss of
two potential candidates for the role. Agents who could understand how their
clients might act in motion capture to create fantasy creatures found the deepfake
process a more problematic concept. Unlike the complete transfiguration of Andy
Serkis into Gollum in The Hobbit (Peter Jackson 2012), their clients would remain
themselves onscreen except for their physiognomy. The problem demonstrated how
the arrival of AI-generated synthetised performance into the mainstream requires a
dramatic upskilling and knowledge transfer across the screen industries, a process
that is in its naissance. Amongst actors, there is a broad lack of awareness about
their rights when delivering a performance that will subsequently be adapted by Artifi-
cial Intelligence. In the UK the actors’ union, Equity, is engaged in a campaign, Stop AI
Stealing the Show, that responds to this challenge. In 2022, Equity reported that ‘79%
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of performers who have undertaken AI work felt they did not have a full understand-
ing of their performers’ rights (as set out in the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act
1988) before signing the contract’ (Equity 2022, 4). As a result of this confusion
around the definition of deepfake performance and the rights of actors, a documentary
producer must rely on their personal moral judgement to guide their actions during a
film’s production. Lacking industry self-regulation guidelines and with no relevant
legal framework, it is only the individual sensitivity of today’s mainstream filmmakers
that restricts the use of a technology that has already been proven to be a destructive
tool in the wrong hands.

Authors have considered how the deployment of responsible practice strategies is key
to successful innovation businesses in ICT and creative AI (Flick andWorrall 2022; Stahl,
Timmermans, and Flick 2016). For companies working on the creation of deepfakes in
media content, the ethical challenges posed by the technology can create a risk to the
success of their enterprise. The founders of the voice cloning company Respeecher
understood from the outset in 2018 that trust was central to their business: if clients
lacked confidence in their ethical practices, the commercial basis of the firm would be
undermined. Co-founder Alex Serdiuk describes how,

the ethics statement is something we started Respeecher with, that’s the first thing we built in
the company. And our ethics statement consists of several important things like having per-
mission, not being involved in letting our technology be used for deceptive uses.

The company appointed a director of ethics, Anna Bulakh. She emphasises that when a
business proposal is offered to Respeecher, an ethical evaluation leads to 80% being
rejected. Importantly, the concerns discussed seldom relate to legal compliance: ‘many
questions are not strictly legal ones, the majority of them at this stage are ethical’. A
further feature of the company’s practice is that Respeecher has decoupled from a domi-
nant trend in which developers share open source machine learning code. Serdiuk asserts
that ‘it’s not just about protecting our technology, it’s also about protecting society’: the
company does not see social benefit in allowing highly convincing voice cloning technol-
ogy to become ubiquitously available.

In the context of the legal uncertainty and evolving regulatory frameworks for the use
of deepfakes, the response of some stakeholders in the screen industries has been to
draft proposed guidelines to be followed by responsible practitioners. ‘Partnership on
AI’ (PAI) is an organisation working broadly on governance issues in Artificial Intelli-
gence. In 2023, it launched its ‘Framework for the ethical and responsible development,
creation, and sharing of synthetic media’ (Partnership on AI 2023). The document
establishes strong principles governing the conduct of filmmakers using deepfakes,
for instance to ‘Disclose when the media you have created or introduced includes syn-
thetic elements especially when failure to know about synthesis changes the way the
content is perceived’ (2023, 5). The organisation describes itself as representing stake-
holders, but does not list these and says that it will not audit those associating with
PAI. Its ‘Framework’ very accurately addresses multiple ethical issues pertaining to syn-
thetic media technology, however its impact will be dependent on widespread uptake
and responsible implementation – issues of concern in many forms of industry self-
regulation.
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Concluding discussions

Documentary deepfakes and docudrama

In the analysis of the two documentary films studied in this article, we have seen how
both used deepfakes to manipulate archival material. This use of archive creates a
strong link with docudrama, while the application of technology enables interesting dis-
continuities with this tradition. In docudrama, archival footage has been used to connect
reconstructions of the past with audiovisually recorded history. Oliver Stone, for
example, uses contemporary 1963 archive in his docudrama about the assassination of
John F Kennedy, JFK (1991); the TV miniseries Nuremberg (TNT 2000), opens with
black-and-white archive of Adolf Hitler’s Nuremberg rallies and later inserts jagged
cuts to archive shots of Auschwitz within the staging of its trial scenes. Neither of the
two case studies in this paper fits closely into a definition of docudrama, but the use
of archive reflects that tradition while the application of deepfakes allows the films to
shift across forms. Aspects of the opening of In Event of Moon Disaster position it as a
formal documentary, with archive of Armstrong and Aldrin boarding the space rocket
at Cape Canaveral, grainy footage of Mission Control, and a waving President Nixon
at the Apollo 11 launch. The use of archive invokes generic familiarity but, countering
this, the 1969 footage is intercut with the film’s disclaimer captions – ‘What you are
about to see is not real’. The effect is to transform the film into an alternative version
of docudrama, a reenactment of a possible history, based on events that never occurred.
It is AI technology that enables the film to inhabit this highly original space within the
docudrama tradition. Panetta and Burgund’s film is also linked to this current of
filmmaking by its speculative character: similarly speculative was Oliver’s Stone’s JFK,
with its proposal of an alternative to the accepted history of John F Kennedy’s
assassination.

The making of Gerry Anderson: A Life Uncharted demonstrated strong links to the
production practices of docudrama. In preproduction, director Benjamin Field under-
took the tasks of dramatic reconstruction, casting an actor to play Gerry Anderson
and designing a set for the interview scene that was carefully designed to match the
period of the animator’s life. Such historical reconstruction sits securely within the tra-
ditions of docudrama, however instead of scripted dialogue, the deepfake technology
enabled the filmmaker to use verbatim text for the staged scene. Field’s film is thus
linked to an established and growing practice of applying verbatim speech, described
by Derek Paget as emerging since the 1990s ‘in part due to a zeitgeist crisis in represen-
tation’ (2011, 2), with examples across theatre, film and television. Creators of docudra-
mas have inserted verbatim speech seamlessly into their reenactments of history. Craig
Mazin, writer/showrunner of the docudrama Chernobyl (HBO/Sky 2019), told reporter
Drew Schwartz that he used recorded dialogue of the nuclear reactor supervisor,
Aleksandr Akimov, in his script:

Akimov says, “We did everything right,” and immediately following the explosion says,
“Something strange has happened” – he said that. That’s what he said: “Something
strange has happened.” I can’t come up with a better line than that. (Schwartz 2019)
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Deepfake technology provides Benjamin Field with an additional creative opportunity
that delivers a further layer of authenticity: he can insert the verbatim dialogue of
Gerry Anderson exactly as the historical character spoke his words.

Theoretical approaches to digital and AI manipulation

Studies of technologies in digital film have examined varied levels of manipulation, from
what Ailish Wood called ‘pixel-level micromanipulations’ (2007, 92), which might
include elements of digital colour grading, to the broader context of Lisa Purse’s study
of the digital composite (2018). The advent of synthetic media and deepfakes extends
our consideration of the manipulation of digital images, the automation of the process
through machine learning creating a new context of mass manipulation. The potential
is for heightened levels of disruption of moving image cultures. Purse suggests a possible
fragmentation caused by digital processes of altering the image, through the ‘multiplying
perspectives and orientations that digital media culture can provide’ (2018, 167). While
her attention is on the impact on mainstream feature films, this multiplication of per-
spectives represents an even more profound transformation within documentary
culture. Creating deepfakes involves a layering of multiple images. In the example of
Gerry Anderson, we watch two people give testimony, Gerry Anderson and the actor
Roley Hyde who embodies the recorded voice. The role of the actor can never be
neutral: Roley Hyde provides embodiment and physical performance that contribute
to our understanding of Anderson’s oral testimony. We are asked to trust that Hyde’s
performance is true to the intentions of Anderson in his original recording, but some-
thing niggles. The actor gave his performance after the death of his subject and the
two men never met: here is an unavoidable multiplication of perspectives.

Despite the instability of the digital context, even in the era of AI manipulations, the
documentary formmay still retain much of its historical purpose. Jihoon Kim asserts that
‘digitally manipulated images do not necessarily abandon documentary cinema’s epis-
temological and aesthetic functions derived from its photochemical stage’ (2022). Kim
builds fromMichael Renov’s concept of ‘documentary disavowal’ (2004), the questioning
of the representation of reality, yet he is optimistic about the impact of digital
manipulation:

digitally graphic and manipulated images do more than verify documentary disavowal inas-
much as they perform various rhetorical functions of documentary other than casting doubt
on the truth value of a documentary image: they can be informative, persuasive, and expres-
sive with regard to the chaotic and uncertain faces of reality. (2022)

Discussions of the impact of AI on documentary film extend the ongoing discourse on
the digital within documentary practice and culture. Kapur and Ansari note how, ‘The
digital turn has had a decisive impact on how and what kind of events, data and experi-
ences are (re)presented or (re)told via documentary media’ (2022, 174). This is particu-
larly pertinent to the case studies in this paper: we have seen how digital deepfake
technology allowed filmmakers to extend the audiovisual representation of events and
experiences. Panetta and Burgund were able to transform a written text into film, docu-
menting not a historical event but a nearly-possible moment in US history. Ben Field was
able to liberate an archival audio document and transform it into an audiovisual rep-
resentation of Gerry Anderson’s testimony. Each of these illustrates the impact of
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deepfakes on the culture and possibilities of documentary film, expanding the form’s
capacity to articulate alternative histories. This illustration of the potential value of deep-
fakes to documentary culture reflects the statement of director Ben Field: ‘I’m looking at
deepfake as a way of telling the truth […] or at least making the truth accessible’.

Notes

1. Online responses to Chris Ume’s highly convincing Tom Cruise deepfakes in 2021 included
comments such as: Stokes Wait Bro he looks so real! I’m like wtf lol; Jennie Good Is this the
real Tom? Or a fake? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwOywe7xLhs&t=87s Accessed 4
Jan 2023

2. https://twitter.com/vince81viny/status/1623256000160534529; https://www.facebook.com/
keith.gradwell.1/videos/3391975684453344?idorvanity=1339997533158747; https://www.
tiktok.com/@weshmglckmt/video/7199597380491136262
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